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HOOPA VALLEY TRIBAL COURT 

HOOP A, CALIFORNIA 

Case No. 

PLAINTIFF i ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR 

vs. 
i JUDGMENT OF UNLAWFUL DETAINER 

DEFENDANT 

I,--------------�' a111swer the Plaintiff's complaint for entry of a 
jndgment of unlawful detainer under 36 HVTC 5.l(C) .. 

I. JURISDICTION
A. Personal I HVTC § I. 1.04(b)
l. Plaintiff
a. DI agree that the Plaintiff D:>wns □leases □ rents the property that is the

subject of this law suit. 
0 I deny the Plaintiff D.lwns D leases D rents the property that is the subject 

of this law suit. The correct information is: ---- - - - - -----

D T have no knowledge whether the Plaintiff Downs □ leases rents the property 
that is the subject of this law suit. 

b. OT agree that the property that is the subject of this law suit is within the exterior
boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Reservation. 

DI deny that the property that is the subject of this law suit is within the exterior 
boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Reservation. The correct information is: 

OT have no knowledge whether the property that is the subject of this law suit is 
within the exterior boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Reservation. 

c. □ I agree with the Plaintiffs report of his/her current address and phone
number.

!D T deny the Plaintiffs report of his/her current address and phone
number. The correct information is: 

----------------

D T have no knowledge of the Plaintiffs report of his/her current address and 
phone number. 

2. Defendant
a. DI agree that I am currently in possession of the property named above.

OT deny that lam currently in possession of the property named above. The
co1Tect infonnation is: _______ _ _ __ ________ _ 
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b. DI agree with the Plaintiffs repmi ofmy address and phone number.
DI deny the Plaintiff's report ofmy address and phone number. The correct

information is: 
---- - - - -----------------

B. Subiect Matter (Check the one that applies)
1. □ I agree that this case is brought under Hoopa Valley Tribal Code Title

36, Sections 11 & V.
OJ deny that this case is brought under Hoopa Valley Tribal Code Title

36, Sections II & V. The correct information is: __ _____ _ 

2. bi I agree that this case is brought under the traditional law of the Hoopa
Valley Tribe, with both parties agreeing to the application of
traditional law pursuant to HVTC Title I §2. 1 .03-2.1.04.

DI deny that this case is brought under the traditional law of the Hoopa
Valley Tribe, with both parties agreeing to the application of 
traditional law pursuant to HVTC Title 1 §2.1.03-2.1.04. The correct 
information is: __________ _ _ __ _ _ ____ _

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. 0 I agree that the property is □ residential □commercial D agricultural 
DI deny the Plaintiffs that the property is D residential D commercial 

□ agricultural
DI have no knowledge whether the property is el residential

0 commercial D agricultural 

B. l::J I agree that the property is l::J trust land □ privately owned.
□ I deny that the property is O trust land O privately owned
Q I have no knowledge whether the property is O trust land O privately owned 

C. Agreement with Defendant
1. PI agree that on or about the date listed in the complaint I entered into an

agreement with the Plaintiff that allowed me to live on the property.
□ I deny that on or about the date listed in the complaint I entered into an

agreement with the Plaintiff that allowed me to live on the property.
2. 0 I agree that the agreement was □ written □ verbal.

PI deny that the agreement was □ written □ verbal. The correct information

1s: _______ ________________ _ __ _ 

3. □ I agree that the agreement allowed me to:
a. □ lease the property.
b. □ rent the property.
c. □ sub-let the property.
d. q stay, rent free, with my permission.
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D l deny that the agreement allowed me to: 
b. 0 lease the property.
b. D rent the property.
c. □ sub-let the property.
e. D stay, rent free, with my permission.
The correct information is: ----------- - - -----

4 a. □ I agree with the Plaintiffs statement of the rental amount. 
O I deny the Plaintiff statement of the rental amount. The correct 

information is: $ 
----

b. D T agree with the Plaintiffs statement as to the rental period.
□ I deny the Plaintiffs statement as to the rental period. The correct

information is:
--------------��--=---

5. □ I agree with the Plaintiffs statement that the agreement D did Odid not
specify an end date for the defendant's tenancy. 

D T deny the Plaintiffs statement that the agreement □did Ddid not 
specify an end date for the defendant's tenancy. 

D T agree with the Plaintiff's reported Termination date of tenancy 
□ I deny the Plaintiffs reported Tennination date of tenancy. The correct

information is: - -------- - --------

D. Actions of Defendant
1. 0 I agree that I have not moved, though the previously agreed upon rental or

lease period has expired. 36 HV7C § 5.1 (C)(I)

0 f deny that I have not moved, though the previously agreed upon rental or 
lease period has expired. 36 m,Tc § 5 I (C;(l). The correct information is: 

2. 0 I agree that J was given the legally required notice period to terminate the
tenancy, but I have not moved. 36 HVTC § 5. I (C)(2)-(5)

DI deny that I was given the legally required notice period to terminate the 
tenancy, but I have not moved. 36 HVTC § (C)(])-(5). The correct infmmation 
is: ----------------------------

3. □ J agree I have not paid rent for at least one (l) month. 36 HVTC § 5.1 (C)(3)

D I deny I have not paid rent for at least one (1) month. 36 HVTC § 5.1 (C)(J).
The correct information is: ---- - - ------------

4. □ I agree with that I have subleted the leased or rental property in violation of
the tenns of the lease or rental contrncl. 36 HVTC§ 5. l(C)(.f)

□ I deny that I have subleted the leased or rental property in violation of
the terms of the lease or rental contract. 36 HVTC § 5.1 ((J/4) 

5. □ I agree that I have permitted or committed waste of the property. 36 HVTC
5.!(C)(3)

O T deny that I have permitted or committed waste of the property. 36 HV7C
5.l(C}(J)

3 







I. Counterclaims 2 HVTC § 2.3. l 4(b)
2 Describe any counterclaims you believe you have against the Plaintiff:

3 

4 

5 III. Relief Requested
I request the court 

6 D deny !the Plaintiff's request for entry of a judgment of unlawful detainer against me 
P deny the Plaintiff's request for an immediate writ of possession 

7 D deny the Plaintiff's request for an award of the money cllamages listed in this complaint. 
36 HVTC § 54(0) 

8 ,□deny the Plaintiff's request the Court handle this complaint in an accelerated manner 
under 36 HVTC § 5.4(A)-(C). 

9 Pdismiss the case against me 
I declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the Hoopa Valley Tribe that the above is true and 

IO correct to the best of my knowledge. 

11 
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